
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of customer relations manager. Thank you in advance for taking a look
at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for customer relations manager

Function as the technical leader within the competencies managed by the
department(s)
Pursue and actively manage key stakeholder relationships that support the
broader strategy that are impacted by the departmental goals
Maintain positive and cooperative communication and collaboration with all
levels of employees
Contributes to the attainment of budget goals by managing department
spends, may manage a formal budget
In partnership with Regulatory Compliance act as USA Recall Coordinator for
2nd tier notification based on terms and conditions
Follows applicable Company / Unit procedures and may make updates to
policies, procedures or local work instructions
Lead the analyst relations program, maintaining strong relationships with key
analysts, orchestrating briefings, and serving as the point of contact for
analyst research
Lead the customer reference program, developing case studies, engaging
customer advocates in research and events, providing deal support relating
to customer references
Build an evangelist community comprising end users, industry commentators,
academics and thought leaders
Develop thought leadership content in conjunction with LinkedIn’s Public
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Qualifications for customer relations manager

Strong bilingual French and English verbal and written communication skills
At least 2 years of customer care experience proving customer facing skills
(phone and email)
Strong organizational skills with the ability to multi-task and attend to details
Ability to create positive customer interactions regardless of negotiation
outcomes to ensure ongoing customer satisfaction and brand loyalty
Ability to respond to periods of high volume and high stress
Assist in the development, implementation and maintenance of internal and
external client documentation, standard operating procedures, quality
assurance protocols/standards, compliance with policies, procedures and
standards


